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Background information
NZQA National Qualifications Service (NQS) is reviewing the suite of Business Administration
and Technology (BAT) unit standards at Levels 3-6, registered in May 2016, to meet the
requirements of the new NZ Business Administration and Technology qualifications. The 14
standards (29024 - 29027, 29029 – 29038) are in in domain Business Administration Services,
and are due for review by 31 December 2020.
These standards are linked explicitly to version 1 of the following four NZ Business qualifications
at Levels 3-6, listed in January 2015 following the mandatory review of all business qualifications
at Level 1-6 (MRoQ). These standards need to be reviewed to ensure they align with the
reviewed versions of the qualifications which have recently been published:
•

NZ Certificate in Business (Administration and Technology) Level 3 [Ref: 2452]

•

NZ Certificate in Business (Administration and Technology) Level 4 [Ref: 2461]

•

NZ Diploma in Business (with strands – Administration and technology) Level 5) [Ref: 2459]

•

NZ Diploma in Business (with strands – Administration and technology) Level 6) [Ref: 2460]

The intent of this project is to determine whether there is still a need for these fourteen Business
Administration unit standards, and develop new, review existing or expire standards as
appropriate to align with the reviewed business qualifications, so that they are:
•

fit for purpose and without duplication with other standards

•

written with clear intent and likely to facilitate quality assessment

•

useful and widely relevant to current and future learners, employers and other stakeholders,
and can be justified in the current and future environment

•

likely to be used – and allow for a range of approaches to delivery and assessment

•

current and up to date, with sound technical quality and on the new template (appendix 9)

An extract from the Guidelines for listing assessment standards on the Directory of Assessment
Standards (DAS) is included at appendix 10, and the NZQF Level descriptors are included as
appendix 11.
An extract of the outcomes and conditions associated with version 1 of the NZ BAT qualifications
is available in Appendix 4. Information on the original and reviewed BAT qualification GPOs and
associated standards is available in Appendix 8.

Usage overview
There have been 2,585 results recorded for the new BAT qualification specific unit standards
between January 2017 and August 2020, mainly at Level 3 with some at Level 4.
The usage data showing the results reported for the individual standards from January 2017 to
August 2020 is shown in appendix 2. Usage figures have been increasing for level 3, but remain
quite low for Level 4.
There has been no usage recorded for the Level 5 and 6 qualification specific unit standards
29032 – 29038 between 2018-2020. A few results were reported for one standard at each of
Level 5 and 6 in 2017, but none since.
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Appendix 2 also contains information on programmes that include these unit standards as
assessment tools for NZ qualifications. Findings are summarised below.
•

The 14 unit standards in the scope of this review are only included in programmes approved
for the Level 3 – 5 qualifications. None are included in programmes approved for the Level 6
Business (Administration and Technology) qualification.

•

There is greater use of these standards in programmes for the level 3 qualification (10
programmes – 3 ITOs, 3 PTEs, 4 ITPs) and Level 4 qualification (4 programmes – 2 ITOs, 2
PTEs), with just one programme approved using standards by an ITO for the Level 5
qualification.

•

Most approved programmes for the Business qualifications at Level 5 (34) and Level 6 (16)
do not include unit standards.

With RoVE, there is some uncertainty around the impact on future usage of standards with the
transition to WDCs and NZIST over the coming years. It is considered prudent to maintain a
suite of standards that align with the NZ Business qualifications at all levels during the transition
phase.
Some programmes approved for these business qualifications include some of the other
Business Administration unit standards. During the review process, this panel may identify a
slightly different combination of standards to align with the reviewed qualifications.
The programme inclusion information for the ‘new large’ unit standards contrasts with the
relatively high inclusion of smaller credit business administration unit standards that were
reviewed in 2019. Analysis at that time indicated:
•

31 different NZ qualifications included one or more Bus Administration unit standard in
approved programmes (including Level 3 -5 BAT quals – so also in programmes towards 28
other qualifications)

•

38 Business administration unit standards were included in programmes approved towards a
range of NZ qualifications.

Links with other reviews
Reviews of business unit standards in other domains are also underway in 2020. Details are
available from https://www.nzqa.govt.nz/qualifications-standards/standards/current-nzqa-ledstandards-reviews-and-developments/business-unit-standards-review/.
Results from the 2019 review of the ‘legacy’ business administration unit standards may
inform this review. The February 2020 change report for this review has full details. The 2019
review resulted in the expiry of 40 unit standards (see appendix 6), and lead to 14 reviewed and
8 new standards remaining in the Business administration suite of standards (see appendix 5).
There is also supplementary information in appendix 7, which includes a list of other computing
and communications unit standards that may be suitable for integration with the business
administration unit standards, or otherwise relevant in the context of business administration.
A suite of new and reviewed Computing unit standards was developed to align with the
graduate profile outcomes in content and credit value for the Computing qualifications. The
landscape of computing unit standards mapped to NZ qualifications at Levels 2-4 may also
provide a useful overview.
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Project goal
The goal of this project is to:
•
•

•

Review the 14 Business Administration (BusAdmin) unit standards due for review in 2020
Determine whether there is still a need for these BusAdmin unit standards, and develop new,
review existing or expire standards (considering and dealing with any duplication issues as
appropriate), to ensure there is a suite of standards available to align with the reviewed
Business (Administration and Technology) qualifications
Submit for listing reviewed/new unit standards that can be justified in the new environment

Project scope
The project scope includes:
•

The review is of the following fourteen (14) Business Administration unit standards at Levels
3-6 in the domain Business Administration Services (BAS) (see appendix 1 – includes
moderator feedback on large credit standards):
Subfield
Business
Administration
o
o
o
o

•
•

•

Domain
Business Administration Services
(BAS)

ID
29024 – 29027; 29029 – 29038

Level 3: 29024 – 27 (4 standards @ 15 credits)
Level 4: 29029 – 31 (3 standards @ 20 credits)
Level 5: 29032 – 35 (4 standards – 25, 15, 10, 10 credits)
Level 6: 29036 – 38 (3 standards – 15, 20, 25 credits)

Considering duplication with other standards (e.g. Business Administration standards
reviewed in 2019 – see review webpage and February 2020 change report)
This review excludes the review of other current business administration unit standards at
Levels 1 to 6, that were reviewed in 2019, except standard 329 (clarify wording for consistent
interpretation)
Explore future demand of BusAdmin standards to determine whether there is an ongoing
need to justify keeping the unit standards that are specifically linked to the new Business
(Administration and Technology) or other NZ qualifications; and whether they are needed for
other purposes.

Indicative timeframes
Activities

Timelines

Review panel meeting #1 (2 day face-to-face):
overview of issues, reviewing standards, EN input (for all
Business standards in suite), ‘landscape’ of standards
aligned to reviewed BAT quals.

23-24 September 2020

Possible distribution to email support network and/or
other Bus standards review panels for feedback on
intentions/progress

late September – early October 2020
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Review panel meeting #2 (1/2 day e-meeting if required):
consider feedback and finalise review of standards to
prepare for sector consultation

October 2020

Consultation on reviewed standards – 3 weeks

October-early November 2020

Review panel meeting #3 (1/2 day e-meeting if required):
to consider feedback and to adjust the standards

November 2020 - if required

Submission to Approvals and Accreditation –

November 2020

Review panel meeting #4 (electronic meeting if required):
to consider feedback from A&A and to adjust the
standards

December 2020-February 2021?

Resources and key documents
Information in the appendices include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appendix 1: Scope of review - BusAdmin unit standards Levels 3-6
Appendix 2: Standards usage - BAT qualification specific unit standards
Appendix 3: General conditions links to Guidance Information (ENs)
Appendix 4: Outcomes and conditions – NZ Business Administration qualifications (extracts)
Appendix 5: 2019 review of BusAdmin standards – 22 new and reviewed standards
Appendix 6: 2019 review of BusAdmin standards – 40 standards expiring
Appendix 7: 2019 review of BusAdmin standards – supplementary information
Appendix 8: Original and reviewed BAT qualification GPOs and associated unit standards
(includes other potential unit standard options for Level 3 and 4 alignment landscape)
Appendix 9: Unit standard template (updated)
Appendix 10: Guidelines for listing assessment standards on the DAS (extract)
Appendix 11: NZQF Level Descriptors

Additional resources and information:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Resource booklet - current Business Administration unit standard documents (designed for
NZ BAT quals and results from the 2019 BusAdmin standards review): available for each
panellist at the meeting
Assessment support materials (ASMs) developed for the Level 3 and 4 BAT standards
(29024-29027, 29029-29031) - https://www.nzqa.govt.nz/qualificationsstandards/standards/assessment-support-material/business-administration-and-technologyassessment-support-material/
The Business qualifications review webpage has background information and documents
related to the qualifications review and development of new business standards
https://www.nzqa.govt.nz/qualifications-standards/qualifications/business-qualifications/
The Business Administration unit standards review webpage has background information
and documents related to this project, and previous BusAdmin standards reviews https://www.nzqa.govt.nz/qualifications-standards/standards/current-nzqa-led-standardsreviews-and-developments/business-administration-unit-standards/
Reviews of business unit standards in other domains webpage https://www.nzqa.govt.nz/qualifications-standards/standards/current-nzqa-led-standardsreviews-and-developments/business-unit-standards-review/.
Quality assurance and listing of assessment standards on the DAS
https://www.nzqa.govt.nz/providers-partners/approval-accreditation-and-registration/listassessment-stds/
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Roles and responsibilities
•

NQS will establish the expert review panel, manage communications, convene and facilitate
meetings, and co-ordinate the writing and registration of the unit standards.

•

The review panel will provide technical expertise to review the 14 business administration
unit standards.

•

The consultation network will provide feedback on any recommended changes and endorse
the draft standards.

•

The national moderator will provide advisory on recommended changes to the standards.

Responsibilities of review panel members
The review panel will comprise of people who have:
• subject matter expertise (e.g. practitioner and/or expertise in teaching business
administration)
• experience in assessment, design and moderation of business administration unit standards
• involvement in business administration related projects, reviews and programme
implementation
• a commitment to the use of unit standards as assessment awards in programmes
• a commitment to open communication, collaborative problem solving, and team work.
The panel will have balanced representation from across the community and education sector.
Review panel members will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

maintain regular attendance at face-to-face or electronic meetings for the duration of the
review;
respond to communications promptly;
be prepared and informed, including being familiar with documents before meetings;
commit to work for the good of the whole sector;
contribute constructively and openly to the work of the group;
act professionally at all times;
maintain the confidentiality of the review panel discussions
engage as requested with their networks within the Business administration sector
consult with National Qualifications Services (NQS) prior to any publication of or about the
draft unit standards.

Each member will serve on the review panel until such time as the standards have been
approved and listed. NQS may replace resignations in order to ensure panel membership is
maintained, and that the criteria for membership and sector representation are honoured. NQS
may call on extra expertise as required.
NQS may withdraw panel membership or disestablish the review panel, if an individual or panel
has become inactive or ineffective in meeting its purpose.
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Appendix 1: Scope of review - BusAdmin unit standards Levels 3-6
Scope of review: BAT qualification specific related unit standards (plus 329)
The review is of the following fourteen (14) Business Administration unit standards at Levels 3-6
in the domain Business Administration Services (BAS), that align with the Business
(Administration and Technology) qualifications.
Subfield
Business
Administration

Domain
Business Administration Services (BAS)

ID
29024 – 29027; 29029 – 29038

Unit #

Title

Level

Credits

29024

Provide business administration support using business technology

3

15

29025

Obtain, communicate, and reproduce business information using
business technology

3

15

29026

Process data to produce information for business purposes

3

15

29027

Produce business documents using software applications

3

15

29029

Provide administrative services using business technology and
systems

4

20

29030

Produce business information using data processing tools

4

20

29031

Produce business documents using advanced features and
functions of software

4

20

29032

Manage administrative services

5

25

29033

Analyse and evaluate administration systems and processes

5

15

29034

Research business technology to support an identified business
need

5

10

29035

Manage user support for business technology

5

10

29036

Evaluate and recommend new business technology to improve
performance and productivity for a business entity

6

15

29037

Lead people to achieve business administration goals

6

20

29038

Manage and coordinate business administration systems and
processes

6

25

Also
329

Process financial information for cash transactions for an
organisation

2

3

Moderator feedback:
“Some of the new standards are very simplified looking standards and do not have a lot of
reference to specific criteria requirements. Unfortunately, this has resulted in some
assessors producing assessments very much ‘dumbed down’ in terms of quantity and quality
requirements, that also overlook the importance of the amount of credits + level descriptor
requirements + explanatory note/guidance note requirements. It may be that an additional
guidance note may be required for these larger credit standards to be added to ensure these
important factors (credits + level descriptors + guidance notes) are given some spotlight.”
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Appendix 2: Standards usage - BAT qualification specific standards
Usage of new unit standards designed specifically for the NZ Business Qualifications
2017 – August 2020
These new standards 29024-27, 29029-38 were listed in the Business Administration Services
domain in May 2016. Link to ASMs
BAT qual related units with usage reported
since listed to August 2020:
Unit #

Title

29024 Provide business
administration support
using business
technology
29025 Obtain, communicate,
and reproduce
business information
using business
technology
29026 Process data to
produce information for
business purposes
29027 Produce business
documents using
software applications

Level

3

3

Credits

15

15

Results reported by year
2017

63

65

2018

139

133

2019

165

219

2020

492

242

Total

Providers

859

12:
3 ITO,
4 ITP,
5 PTE

659

12:
3 ITO,
4 ITP,
5 PTE
14: 2 ITO,
4 ITP,
5 PTE,
3 schools
14: 2 ITO,
4 ITP,
5 PTE,
3 schools

3

15

55

115

149

122

441

3

15

61

106

139

102

408

2

15

22

10

49

5: 1 ITO, 4
PTE

12

55

13

25

105

3: 1 ITO, 3
PTE

8

10

13

24

55

3: 1 ITO, 3
PTE

2

0

0

0

2

7

0

0

0

7

275

573

720

1017

2585

29029 Provide administrative
services using business
4
20
technology and
systems
29030 Produce business
information using data
4
20
processing tools
29031 Produce business
documents using
4
20
advanced features and
functions of software
29035 Manage user support
5
10
for business technology
29038 Manage and coordinate
business administration
6
25
systems and processes
Total for standards specific to NZ BAT quals

1:
1 ITO
1:
1 ITO

BAT qual specific related unit standards - no usage reported since listed (as at August 2020)
Unit #
Title
Level Credits
29032 Manage administrative services
5
25
29033 Analyse and evaluate administration systems and processes
5
15
29034
29036
29037

Research business technology to support an identified business need
Evaluate and recommend new business technology to improve
performance and productivity for a business entity
Lead people to achieve business administration goals

5
6

10
15

6

20

No usage recorded for these Level 5 and 6 qualification specific unit standards.
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BAT Standards in programmes approved for NZ qualifications
The analysis is intended to provide a future focus lens to demand for the standards created
specifically for the NZ Business (Administration and Technology) qualifications listed January
2015 and reviewed in 2020:
NZ Certificate in Business (Administration and Technology) Level 3 [Ref: 2452]
NZ Certificate in Business (Administration and Technology) Level 4 [Ref: 2461]
NZ Diploma in Business (with strands – Administration and technology) Level 5) [Ref: 2459]
NZ Diploma in Business (with strands – Administration and technology) Level 6) [Ref: 2460]
•

The 14 unit standards in the scope of this review are only included in programmes approved
for the Level 3 – 5 qualifications. None are included in programmes approved for the Level 6
Business (Administration and Technology) qualification.

•

There is greater use of these standards in programmes for the level 3 qualification (10
programmes – 3 ITOs, 3 PTEs, 4 ITPs) and Level 4 qualification (4 programmes – 2 ITOs, 2
PTEs), with just one programme approved using standards by an ITO for the Level 5
qualification.

•

Most approved programmes for the Business qualifications at Level 5 (34) and Level 6 (16)
do not include unit standards.
NZ Qualifications with programmes approved that include BAT unit standards
Qual #

2452

2461

2459
2460
•

Qual Title

New Zealand Certificate in
Business (Administration and
Technology)
New Zealand Certificate in
Business (Administration and
Technology)
New Zealand Diploma in
Business
New Zealand Diploma in
Business

Level Standards in programmes # prog
for the qualification
with BAT
USs
3

29024, 29025, 29026,
29027

10

Compare: Total
programmes
approved June
2020
29

4

29029, 29030, 29031

4

19

5

29032, 29033, 29034,
29035
29036, 29037, 29038

1

34

0

16

6

In 2020 three schools have recorded one result each for Level 3 standards 29026 and 29027

This information contrasts with the relatively high inclusion of smaller credit value business
administration unit standards that were reviewed in 2019. Analysis at that time indicated:
•

31 different NZ qualifications included one or more Bus Administration unit standard in
approved programmes (including Level 3 -5 BAT quals – so also in programmes towards 28
other qualifications)

•

38 Business administration unit standards were included in programmes approved towards a
range of NZ qualifications.
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Appendix 3: General conditions links to Guidance Information (ENs)
General conditions from qualifications and links to Guidance information
(formerly Explanatory Notes) in standards
Qualification changes
The suite of Business qualifications was reviewed 2018-2020. The main changes resulting from
the review are: (see change report July 2020)
•
•

•
•
•

The requirement for a real or realistic context for programmes and assessment was
reinterpreted to enable programmes to more flexibly meet the requirement.
Outcomes for People, Cognitive, and Affective skills, and for Business environment were
replaced by a new general condition, requiring such skills to be embedded as relevant
across all the graduate profile outcomes.
Credits were allocated to individual graduate profile outcomes.
The evidence requirements for assuring consistency were redrafted in light of consistency
reviews that have been undertaken.
Changes to individual outcomes were made to clarify the intention, there were no changes of
substance made to content.

Below is an extract of the qualification general conditions - version 1 and the recently
reviewed version.
Qual general conditions – original
(version 1)

Qual general conditions – reviewed
(version 2+)

Outcomes in the following sections of the
graduate profile will be embedded throughout
programme design and delivery, and
assessment: People skills, Affective skills.

Programme delivery and all assessment must
be conducted in real business context(s) or
based on scenario(s) which must reflect the
requirements and practicalities for
conducting business in Aotearoa New
Zealand.

Programme design and delivery, and all
assessment will be conducted in and for
the context of a real or realistic business
entity, and in light of the requirements of that
context.
Programmes leading to award of this
qualification must identify the context, and
must justify the allocation of credits to
graduate profile outcomes within the
programme, in light of the requirements of the
context.
A business entity can be an organisation, or a
commercial or other enterprise, not
necessarily for profit, and can be a discretely
managed business unit within a larger
organisation.

A ‘business entity’ can be an organisation, or a
commercial or other enterprise, not necessarily
for profit, a community organisation, and can be
a discretely managed business unit within a
larger organisation.
‘Socially and culturally’ relates in the context
of this qualification to ngā kaupapa o te Tiriti or
Waitangi and multi-culturalism in Aotearoa New
Zealand.
Additional guidance and recommendations for
programme development can be found on the
NZQA website at
https://www.nzqa.govt.nz/qualificationsstandards/qualifications/business-qualifications/.

For the business (administration) standards being reviewed, some of the changes to the recently
reviewed qualifications general conditions will impact the wording across the suite of standards.
In particular the wording around real or realistic business contexts; the removal of people,
cognitive and affective skills; and the addition of definitions for ‘socially and culturally’ will impact
the Guidance Information (formerly Explanatory notes) in the standards being reviewed.
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Guidance information (formerly Explanatory notes) resulting proposed changes
There is proposed wording drafted by another Business standards review panel – extract from
unit standard 29041 Apply principles for effective performance within a team (Level 3, 20 credits)
Version 1 of BusAdmin unit standards
1 Assessment must be conducted in the
context of a real or realistic business
entity, and in light of the requirements of
that entity. A business entity can be an
organisation, or a commercial or other
enterprise, not necessarily for profit, and
can be a discretely managed business
unit within a larger organisation.
The requirements of the entity refers to
how the entity is organised, how it
operates, and how it meets its
objectives. The requirements must
include meeting the requirements of all
relevant legislation and will address such
areas as the entity’s:
• purpose and goals/objectives,
• future development,
• external operating environment,
• internal processes, accountabilities,
and relationships.
The requirements of the entity provide
evidence for this unit standard.
The entity/entities must be sufficiently
complex to enable demonstration of the
full range of competence for
achievement of the outcome and to meet
the criteria for level 4 in the NZQF Level
Descriptors, which are available at
www.nzqa.govt.nz.
2 People, affective, and cognitive skills
have been included in this standard as
evidence requirements. These skills
must not be addressed separately, but
as part of an integrated assessment with
the technical skills.
3 Definitions
Fit for purpose refers appropriate use of
language, document layout; and
accurate spelling, grammar, and
punctuation.

Proposed version 2 of Bus unit standards
(extract from draft 29041 L3)
2 Assessment must be conducted in a real
business context(s) or based on scenario(s)
which must reflect the requirements and
practicalities for conducting business in
Aotearoa New Zealand.
These requirements and practicalities must
include meeting the requirements of all relevant
legislation and should address such areas as
the real business or scenario-based context’s:
• purpose and goals/objectives,
• future development,
• external operating environment,
• internal processes, accountabilities, and
relationships.
The requirements and practicalities of the
context(s) provide evidence for this unit
standard.
3 The context(s) and their requirements and
practicalities must be sufficiently complex to
enable demonstration of the full range of
competence for achievement of the outcome,
and to meet the descriptors for level 4 in the
NZQF Level Descriptors, which are available at
www.nzqa.govt.nz.
4 Personal and interpersonal skills and
behaviours have been included in this standard
as evidence requirements. These skills and
behaviours must not be addressed separately,
but as part of an integrated assessment with the
technical skills. (professional/ethical also?)
5 Definition
‘Socially and culturally’ relates to ngā kaupapa
o te Tiriti or Waitangi (the principles of the
Treaty of Waitangi) and multi-culturalism in
Aotearoa New Zealand.
6 Further guidance and clarification(s) are
available for this standard at
https://www.nzqa.govt.nz/qualificationsstandards/qualifications/businessqualifications/.

The terms ‘entity’ is also likely to change throughout the standard to ‘context’ (requirements
and practicalities of the real business or scenario-based context).
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Appendix 4: Outcomes and conditions – NZ BusAdmin quals version 1
(extracts)
NZ Cert in Business (Administration and Technology) (Level 3) (60 credits) [Ref: 2452]
Strategic purpose statement

The purpose of this qualification is to provide New Zealand business
entities with people who have introductory business administration
and technology skills to work in a range of supervised general office
administration roles.
Graduates of this qualification will benefit New Zealand business
entities by having general technical and administrative skills that can
contribute to improving performance and productivity.
Graduates of this qualification will be able to operate business
technologies and perform a range of administrative tasks in a bi- and
multi-cultural environment.

Graduate profile

Graduates of this qualification will be able to:
Technical knowledge and skills (32 credits)
-

Provide administrative and general office services using business
technologies, to support everyday operational activities.
Perform financial calculations, process data and produce
information for business purposes.

People skills (14 credits)

Outcome Statement

-

Communicate effectively with stakeholders.
Work cooperatively within a team, and contribute to the
achievement of objectives.
Select and apply customer service techniques, to meet
stakeholder expectations.

Cognitive skills (4 credits)
-

Apply effective problem-solving and decision-making for business
purposes.

Affective skills (7 credits)
-

Demonstrate professional and ethical behaviour, in a socially and
culturally appropriate manner.
Manage self effectively to contribute to performance of the entity.

Business environment (3 credits)
- Comply with internal policies, and legislation and other external
requirements for business entities.

Qualification outcomes

Conditions

Technical knowledge and skills

Programmes must include:

Credits 32

-

1

Provide administrative and general office
services using business technologies, to
support everyday operational activities.

-

2

Perform financial calculations, process
data and produce information for
business purposes.

the use of office and digital technologies and
devices
the production of documents using relevant
software applications to meet business entity
requirements.
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Qualification outcomes

Conditions

People skills: Credits 14

Programmes must include:

3

Communicate effectively with
stakeholders.

4

Work cooperatively within a team, and
contribute to the achievement of
objectives.

5

Select and apply customer service
techniques, to meet stakeholder
expectations.

-

written and oral communication
communication with both internal and external
stakeholders to the entity.

Cognitive skills: Credits 4
6

Apply effective problem-solving and
decision-making for business purposes.

Affective skills: Credits 7

Programmes must include:
-

7

Demonstrate professional and ethical
behaviour, in a socially and culturally
appropriate manner.

8

Manage self effectively to contribute to
performance of the entity.

-

-

for professional: attitudes, qualities and
behaviours;
for ethical: widely accepted standards relating to
obeying the law, being honest in dealings and
showing respect for individuals, contracts, societal
standards and institutions;
for socially: environmental, community and
sustainability expectations;
for culturally: interpretations wider than just
ethnicity.

Programmes must provide a context of complexity
appropriate to the level of the qualification for
assessment for this outcome.
Business environment: Credits 3
9

Comply with internal policies, and
legislation and other external
requirements for business entities.

The following unit standards have been developed specifically to align with this qualification:
Business > Business Administration > Business Administration Services
Unit #
29024

Title
Provide business administration support using business technology

29025
29026

Obtain, communicate, and reproduce business information using business
technology
Process data to produce information for business purposes

29027

Produce business documents using software applications
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NZ Cert in Business (Administration and Technology) (Level 4) (60 credits) [Ref: 2461]
Strategic purpose statement

The purpose of this qualification is to provide New Zealand business
entities with people who have business administration and technology
skills to work in a range of office administration roles.
Graduates of this qualification will benefit New Zealand business
entities by having technical and administrative skills that can
contribute to improving performance and productivity.
Graduates of this qualification will be able to apply business
technologies to perform a wide range of administrative duties and
tasks under broad guidance in a bi- and multi-cultural environment.

Graduate profile

Graduates of this qualification will be able to:
Technical knowledge and skills (35 credits)
-

Outcome Statement

-

Select and apply business applications and technological devices
to provide administrative services to meet business entity needs.
Perform financial calculations, process data, and produce
information for business purposes.
Maintain administrative systems and processes and make
recommendations for improvements, to meet business entity
needs.

People skills (10 credits)
-

Communicate to develop relationships with stakeholders.
Collaborate and contribute to the achievement of team objectives.
Select and apply customer service techniques, to consistently
meet stakeholder expectations.

Affective skills (12 credits)
-

Demonstrate professional and ethical behaviour, in a socially and
culturally appropriate manner.
Manage self and organise others to contribute to the entity’s
performance.
Work independently and show initiative for achieving goals.

Business environment (3 credits)
-

Comply with internal policies, legislation and other external
requirements for the entity.

Qualification outcomes

Conditions

Technical knowledge and skills: Credits 35

Programmes must include:
-

1

Select and apply business applications and
technological devices to provide administrative
services to meet business entity needs.

2

Perform financial calculations, process data,
and produce information for business
purposes.

3

Maintain administrative systems and
processes and make recommendations for
improvements, to meet business entity needs.
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the selection and use of relevant software
applications to produce complex documents
to meet requirements of the business entity
documents with multiple interrelated
components.
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People skills: Credits 10

Programmes must include:

4

Communicate to develop relationships with
stakeholders.

-

5

Collaborate and contribute to the achievement
of team objectives.

6

Select and apply customer service techniques,
to consistently meet stakeholder expectations.

Affective skills: Credits 12

Programmes must include:
-

7

Demonstrate professional and ethical
behaviour, in a socially and culturally
appropriate manner.
Manage self and organise others to contribute
to the entity’s performance.

8

9

Work independently and show initiative for
achieving goals.

written and oral communication
communication with both internal and
external stakeholders to the entity.

-

-

for professional: attitudes, qualities and
behaviours;
for ethical: widely accepted standards
relating to obeying the law, being honest in
dealings and showing respect for individuals,
contracts, societal standards and institutions;
for socially: environmental, community and
sustainability expectations;
for culturally: interpretations wider than just
ethnicity.

Programmes must provide a context of
complexity appropriate to the level of the
qualification for assessment for this outcome.
Business environment: Credits 3
10

Comply with internal policies, legislation and
other external requirements for the entity.

The following unit standards have been developed specifically to align with this qualification:
Business > Business Administration > Business Administration Services
Unit #
29029

Title
Provide administrative services using business technology and systems

29030

Produce business information using data processing tools

4

20

29031

Produce business documents using advanced features and functions of
software applications

4

20
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NZ Diploma in Business (strand - Admin and Technology) (Level 5) (120 credits) [Ref: 2459]
Strategic purpose
statement

The purpose of this qualification is to provide New Zealand business entities with
people who have general and specialised business knowledge and skills that can
be applied in a range of operational roles.
Graduates will benefit New Zealand business entities by contributing to the
achievement of entities’ operational objectives, through the application of
knowledge and skills, in an ethical manner, in a bi- and multi-cultural environment.
In addition, graduates will have specialised knowledge and skills for application in
operational roles in New Zealand business entities, depending on which strand is
achieved.

Graduate
profile

Graduates of this qualification will be able to:
Core compulsory (60 credits)
Core technical knowledge and skills (25 credits)
1. Apply knowledge of the principles and practices of operations, accounting,
sales/marketing, Human Resources (HR), and risk management, to support
the operational efficiency and effectiveness of the entity.
2. Contribute in operational contexts to innovation and organisational change
within a business entity.
Core people skills (10 credits)
3. Develop and maintain operational business relationships with stakeholders for
efficient and effective performance of the entity.

Outcome Statement

4. Research and communicate information for efficient and effective performance
of the entity.
Core cognitive skills (5 credits)
5. Apply problem-solving and decision-making in operational contexts for efficient
and effective performance of the entity.
Core affective skills (8 credits)
6. Manage own and others’ learning and performance within an operational
context for efficient and effective performance of the entity.
7. Apply professional and ethical behaviour, in a socially and culturally
appropriate manner.
Core business environment (12 credits)
8. Analyse the impact of internal and external environments on entities.
9. Analyse how the origin and nature of the bi-cultural partnership (as embedded
in the Treaty of Waitangi) can be applied to business activities and
relationships.
Administration and Technology strand (60 credits)
Technical knowledge and skills
19. Plan, organise and manage business administration functions, operations,
and/or projects, to support management.
20. Select, apply and support a broad range of current and emerging business
technologies to meet business entity needs.
21. Manage, analyse and evaluate administrative systems and processes; identify
and recommend any improvements.
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NZ Diploma in Business (strand - Admin and Technology) (Level 6) (120 credits) [Ref: 2460]
Strategic purpose
statement

The purpose of this qualification is to provide New Zealand business entities with
people who have general and specialised business knowledge and skills than can
be applied in a range of strategic roles.
Graduates will benefit New Zealand business entities by contributing to the
achievement of entities’ strategic objectives, through the application of knowledge
and skills, in an ethical manner, in a bi- and multi-cultural environment.
In addition, graduates will have specialised knowledge and skills for application in
strategic roles in New Zealand business entities, depending on which strand is
achieved.

Graduate
profile

Graduates of this qualification will be able to:
Core compulsory (60 credits)
Core knowledge and skills (23 credits)
1. Determine and develop the business entity’s strategic objectives.
2. Apply knowledge of the principles and practices of operations, management
accounting, sales/marketing, Human Resources (HR) and risk management,
for the strategic objectives of the entity.
3. Contribute at strategic levels to innovation and organisational change.
Core people skills (14 credits)
4. Research, evaluate, and communicate information for entity’s performance.
5. Develop and maintain strategic business relationships with stakeholders for
efficient and effective performance of the entity.
Core cognitive skills (5 credits)

Outcome Statement

6. Apply analytical and problem-solving skills to resolve complex situations and
challenges for efficient and effective performance of the entity.
Core affective skills (8 credits)
7. Model professional, ethical, and socially and culturally appropriate behaviour.
8. Motivate and develop self and others to improve employee engagement and
productivity.
Core business environment (10 credits)
9. Develop strategies for managing the impact of external environments on the
entity and the effect on the entity’s performance.
10. Analyse how the origin and nature of the bi-cultural partnership (as embedded
in the Treaty of Waitangi) can be applied to business activities and
relationships.
Administration and Technology strand (60 credits)
(Programmes must include enabling people to achieve personal goals that are
aligned with the entity’s purpose.)
Technical knowledge and skills (60 credits)
19. Manage and co-ordinate the internal business administrative systems,
processes and technologies, to support operational needs.
20. Evaluate emerging technologies and make recommendations to improve
performance and productivity of the business entity.
21. Apply techniques to manage change and lead people to enable them to
achieve personal and entity goals in administration and/or technology contexts.
22. Analyse and apply financial information to make informed decisions and
forecasts for efficient and effective performance of the entity.
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New unit standards for Business (Admin & Technology) Diploma Qualifications at Levels 5 & 6

The new standards were listed in May 2016, specific to the BAT strand and the compulsory core (across
all strands in the Level 5 & 6 Business diplomas).
The compulsory core standards are being reviewed by another business unit standards panel –
Organisation Direction and Strategy (ODS) and Systems and Resources Management (SRM).

Business > Business Administration > Business Administration Services
Unit #
29032

Title
Manage administrative services

Level
5

Credit
25

29033

Analyse and evaluate administration systems and processes

5

15

29034

Research business technology to support an identified business need

5

10

29035

Manage user support for business technology

5

10

29036

6

15

29037

Evaluate and recommend new business technology to improve
performance and productivity for a business entity
Lead people to achieve business administration goals

6

20

29038

Manage and coordinate business administration systems and processes

6

25

Compulsory Core – Level 5 & 6 (being reviewed by another Business standards panel)
Unit #
29048
(SRM)
29049
(ODS)
29050
(ODS)

Title
Apply business knowledge of operational objectives in a business entity

29051
(ODS)
29052
(ODS)
29053
(ODS)
29054
(ODS)

Apply business knowledge for strategic objectives in a business entity

Contribute to innovation and organisational change in operational
contexts
Analyse the impact(s) of internal and external influences, and assess their
consequence(s) for a business entity (replaced 27763)

Contribute at a strategic level to innovation and organisational change
within a business entity
Design and develop strategic objectives for a business entity
Develop strategies for managing the impact of environmental factors and
their effect(s) on the entity’s performance

Level

Credit

5

20

5

28

5

12

6

12

6

20

6

18

6

10

Note: Please also see appendix 8, which shows an extract of the original and reviewed BAT qualification
graduate profile outcomes (GPOs) and associated unit standards.
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Appendix 5: 2019 review of BusAdmin standards – 22 new and reviewed
In 2019, the 54 ‘legacy’ business administration unit standards not specifically aligned to the NZ Business
qualifications were reviewed. The February 2020 change report for this review has full details.
The table below summarises the 15 reviewed and 7 new business administration unit standards by
domain, with new standards and changes to domain shown in bold.
Reviewed Bus Admin Standards (22 - 14 reviewed plus 8 new standards)
Subfield
Business
Administration

Domain

ID – unit standard number

Business Administration
Services (BAS) (16)

121, 122, 327, 329, 1986, 11646,11650, 21863,
21866-21868, 26768; 32004-32006, 32106

Business Information
Management (BIM to BAS)

moved 2 standards to BAS domain (1986, 11646)

Business Information
Processing (BIP)

117, 18180, 32000 – 32003

Text and Information
Management – Generic
(TIM)

None – propose expiring TIM domain

Following is a detailed list of the new and reviewed unit standards, showing changes to title, level, credits,
domains, and replacement information. Links to the standards are available from here.
Business > Business Administration > Business Administration Services (12 reviewed [2 ex BIM], 4
new)
ID number
Title of unit standard
Level Credit Domain change/
replacement info
121

Demonstrate and apply knowledge of office
equipment and administration processes

2

5
4

122

Provide office reception services.
Provide safe and secure customerfocussed reception services

3

5

327

Document business financial transactions for
an entity
Demonstrate and apply knowledge of
financial transaction source documents

2

4

Process financial information for cash
transactions for an entity
Process financial information for cash
transactions for an organisation

2

1986

Apply calculations, data analysis, and
statistical interpretation in a business context
Apply calculations, analyse and interpret
data, and produce information for an
organisation

4

5

(was BIM)

11646

Produce business information for management

5

6

(was BIM)

11650

Plan, coordinate, and evaluate a business
conference, event, or function
Plan, implement, and evaluate a business
conference, event, or function

6

10

329
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ID number

Title of unit standard

Level Credit Domain change/
replacement info

21863

Provide and evaluate management
administrative services

5
4

10
8

21866

Demonstrate knowledge required in medical
administration roles, and produce medical
documents
Demonstrate and apply knowledge to
provide medical administration services

4

8

21867

Process medical records and related
information using a computerised patient
database

4

5

21868

Demonstrate knowledge of hospital clinical
administration support services
Demonstrate and apply knowledge of
hospital clinical administration support
services

4

10

26768

Use a computerised accounts receivable and
payable system to produce financial
information
Use a computerised accounting system to
produce financial information

3

7

32004

Organise travel arrangements for business
travel

3

3

NEW (replaces
21864)

32005

Organise small business meetings

3

3

NEW

32006

Organise a business meeting or an event

4

5

NEW

32106

Use business administration tools and
systems

3

5

NEW (replaces
123 & 6910)

6

Business > Business Administration > Business Information Processing (2 reviewed, 4 new)
ID number
Title of unit standard
Level Credit Domain change/
replacement
info
117

Write shorthand at 80 words per minute (wpm)
and transcribe to produce required information

3

10

18180

Produce text processed clinical documents
Produce text processed specialist clinical
documents from printed information and a
recorded dictation source

4

10
5

32000

Enter prescribed text accurately using basic
keyboarding skills and identify safe
ergonomic practices

1

3

NEW (replaces
101, 102, 12883)

32001

Compose and manage text to produce
documents using basic keyboarding and
layout skills

1

3

NEW (replace
101, 102, 12883)

32002

Compose and enter text to produce and
manage business documents

2

3

NEW (replaces
107 & 12884)

32003

Create and customise business documents

3

6

NEW (replaces
108, 12886,
12887)
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Appendix 6: 2019 review of BusAdmin standards – 40 standards expiring
In 2019, the 54 ‘legacy’ business administration unit standards not specifically aligned to the NZ Business
qualifications were reviewed. The February 2020 change report for this review has full details.
The table below summarises the 40 business administration unit standards expiring by domain.
29 standards have no direct replacement relationship. The 11 standards with replacement relationships
with six new standards are shown in bold.
40 Expiring Standards – 31 December 2022
Subfield

Domain

ID – unit standard number

Business
Administration

Business Administration
Services

123, 328, 334, 335, 11648-11649, 11651, 11653,
21862, 21864

Business Information
Management

114, 125, 6910, 11647, 27642, 27643

Business Information
Processing

101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110,
111, 112, 113, 16677-16682, 18180

Text and Information
Management - Generic

12883, 12884, 12885, 12886, 12887

The table below provides details of the standards proposed to expire, the category of change, and
proposed replacement relationships.
Key to review category
C

Major changes that necessitate the registration of a replacement standard with a new ID
– replacement relationships are in

D

Standard will expire and not be replaced – possible replacement relationships are in blue italic

Business > Business Administration > Business Administration Services (10 proposed to
expire)
ID
Title of unit standard
Level Credit Expiry category
number
& replacement
123

Use office information, copying, and
telecommunication systems

3

5

C

328

Identify the requirements for a financial record
system for an entity

3

4

D

334

Demonstrate knowledge of and operate inventory
systems

3

4

D

335

4

6

D

(29013)

Prepare computerised payroll and related
administration records using payroll software
(Prepare payroll for a business entity)

4

12

(Bus Actg
29013)

11648

Plan, organise, and record business meetings

5

7

D

11649

Manage business meetings to achieve objectives

5

8

D

11651

Manage travel arrangements for international
business travel

5

7

D (consider
32004)

11653

Manage administration services

6

10

D
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ID
number

Title of unit standard

Level Credit Expiry category
& replacement

21862

Demonstrate knowledge of management
administrative services

4

8

D

21864

Manage travel arrangements for domestic
business travel

4

5

C

Business > Business Administration > Business Information Management (5 proposed to
expire)
ID
Title of unit standard
Level Credit Expiry
number
category &
replacement
114

Demonstrate knowledge of and use office
automation systems

3

4

D

125

Demonstrate knowledge of record management
systems within an organisation

3

5

D

6910

Integrate business administration functions and
systems

3

5

C

11647

Present business information for a business
purpose

5

5

D

27642
(29800)

Use a pivot table to display data
(Apply advanced spreadsheet features and
functions to meet the requirements of a brief)

4
4

5
4

D (Computing
Spreadsheet L4
29800)

27643

Apply spreadsheet features to present data to
meet a brief
(Apply advanced spreadsheet features and
functions to meet the requirements of a brief)

4

6

4

4

D (Computing
Spreadsheet L4
29800)

(29800)

Business > Business Administration > Business Information Processing (19 proposed to
expire)
ID
Title of unit standard
Level Credit Expiry
number
category &
replacement
101

Develop and use keyboarding skills to enter text

1

3

C

102

Consolidate keyboarding skills and produce
accurate text based documents

1

3

C

103

Use data entry skills to input data

2

3

D

104

Demonstrate knowledge of and apply audio
transcription techniques to produce text

2

2

D

105

Transcribe dictation at 80 words per minute (wpm)

3

3

D
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ID
number

Title of unit standard

Level Credit Expiry
category &
replacement

106

Transcribe dictation at 100 words per minute
(wpm)

4

5

D

107

Apply text processing skills to produce
communications in a business or organisational
context

2

5

C

108

Apply text processing skills to produce business
documents

3

5

C

109

Apply text processing skills to produce specialist
documents
(Apply advanced word processing features and
functions to produce complex documents)

4

6

4

4

D
(Computing Word L4 29799)

110

Review text processing and information production
practices in a business or organisational context

5

8

D

111

Use a word processor to produce documents for a
business or organisation
(Use the main features and functions of a word
processing application for a purpose)

2

5

2

3

D
(Computing Word L2 29769)

Produce business or organisational information
using word processing functions
(Use a word processing application to integrate
images, spreadsheet and database data into
documents)

3

5

D (29785)

3

4

(Computing Word L3 29785)

Produce business or organisational information
using advanced word processing functions
(Apply advanced word processing features and
functions to produce complex documents)

4

10

D (29799)

4

4

(Computing Word L4 29799)

16677

Key in text at 15 words per minute (wpm)

1

1

D

16678

Key in text at 25 words per minute (wpm)

2

1

D

16679

Key in text at 35 words per minute (wpm)

3

1

D

16680

Key in text at 50 words per minute (wpm)

4

1

D

16681

Key in text at 65 words per minute (wpm)

5

1

D

16682

Key in text at 80 words per minute (wpm)

6

1

D

(29799)

(29769)
112
(29785)

113
(29799)

Business > Business Administration > Text and Information Management – Generic (5 proposed
to expire)
ID
Title of unit standard
Level Credit Expiry category
number
& replacement
12883

Enter and manage text for generic text and
information management

1

4

C

12884

Create electronic documents and manage a file
for generic text and information management

2

3

C
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ID
number

Title of unit standard

Level Credit Expiry category
& replacement

12885

Create and enhance electronic documents
combining text and images for generic text and
information management
(Use the main features and functions of a word
processing application for a purpose)

2

4

D

2

3

(Computing Word L2 29769)

12886

Customise software features and create
document templates for generic text and
information management

3

6

C

12887

Integrate text and images and manage multiple
files for generic text and information management

3

6

C

(29769)

During the review, the panellists considered a range of communication and computing unit
standards that may be suitable for integration with the business administration unit standards, or
otherwise relevant in the context of business administration.
This has been captured in the supplementary information document available from the review
webpage https://www.nzqa.govt.nz/qualifications-standards/standards/current-nzqa-led-standardsreviews-and-developments/#heading2-1 – also available as appendix 7.
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Appendix 7: 2019 review of BusAdmin standards – supplementary
information
In 2019, the 54 ‘legacy’ business administration unit standards not specifically aligned to the NZ Business
qualifications were reviewed. The February 2020 change report for this review has full details.
To assist with the transition and review of programmes towards a range of NZ qualifications, following is a
selection of computing and communication unit standards that may be suitable for integration with the
business administration unit standards, or otherwise relevant in the context of business administration.
The review panel identified a range of computing (word processing) and communication unit standards
that are considered suitable for integrating to compose/create documents and meet the intent of some
current standards that are proposed to expire.
Comms Std #

Title of unit standard (re writing, reports, meetings)

Level

Credits

3488

Write business correspondence for a workplace

2

3

3492

Write a short report

2

3

3491

Write a report

3

4

3494

Write minutes for a formal meeting

3

3

11095

Write business correspondence to convey complex ideas and/or
information

3

3

12336

Write a user guide or technical text

4

4

16612

Write documents to achieve effective communication for a business
purpose

4

4

19629

Present a reasoned argument in a report

4

4

9701

Write a proposal

4

3

9679

Apply knowledge of a formal meeting

4

4

9678

Conduct a formal meeting

5

4

Computing
Std #

Title of unit standard
(re word processing, images, presentations, and creating documents)

Level

Credits

29769

Use the main features and functions of a word processing application
for a purpose

2

3

29785

Use a word processing application to integrate images, spreadsheet
and database data into documents

3

4

29799

Apply advanced word processing features and functions to produce
complex documents

4

4

29793

Investigate, plan, design and create digital outcome solutions to meet
the requirements of a specified brief

3

5

29805

Design and create an integrated digital solution to meet the
requirements of a specified brief

4

5

29773

Produce digital images for a range of digital media

2

3

29791

Capture and prepare digital media for integration into other applications

3

2
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A range of additional computing unit standards that may also be relevant in a BusAdmin context have
also been identified, such as images, presentations, spreadsheets, databases, connectivity,
administrative support tools.
Computing
Title of unit standard
Level
Credits
std #
(Spreadsheet, database, administrative support tools, connectivity)
18743
Produce a spreadsheet from instructions using supplied data
1
2
29770

Use the main features and functions of a spreadsheet application for a
purpose

2

3

29786

Produce a spreadsheet for organisational use

3

3

29800

Apply advanced spreadsheet features and functions to meet the
requirements of a brief

4

4

18756

Use and maintain a computer database for business reporting and
decision making

3

3

26226

Demonstrate knowledge of computer database management systems

4

3

29777

Use the main features and functions of a database application to create
and test a database

2

3

29787

Produce and use a database to provide a solution for organisational use

3

3

29802

Produce and use a relational database to address an organisational
information system need

4

6

29806

Use digital tools and critical thinking to analyse data and identify
solutions to problems

4

10

29771

Use the main features and functions of a presentation application for a
purpose

2

2

29789

Use a presentation application to produce an interactive multimedia
presentation

3

3

29801

Plan, produce and deliver an interactive multimedia presentation using
digital tools to meet requirements of a brief

4

3

26228

Evaluate and recommend with justification the suitability of computer
applications against user requirements

4

4

29772

Manage files and folders using digital devices

2

2

29780

Configure and use contemporary and emerging digital devices

2

3

29781

Use the internet and common digital devices and software to gather
information and connect with other users and devices

2

7

29782

Demonstrate knowledge of computing hardware, software and
terminology to select digital tools for specified purposes

2

5

29783

Implement basic security when using digital devices and software

2

3

29796

Collaborate effectively with others in a digital environment

3

7

29797

Synchronise data across digital devices and multiple platforms

3

2

29807

Communicate professionally in a range of digital contexts, to maintain
relationships and achieve objectives

4

3

29808

Use digital technologies and systems securely, legally and ethically to
gather, store, access and share information

4

5

29809

Investigate current and emerging trends in the use of digital tools to
support operational efficiency and effectiveness

4

5
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Appendix 8: Original and reviewed BAT qualification GPOs and associated unit standards
Level 3 - Business Admin qualifications versions 1 and 2 and aligned BAT standards
Level 3 BAT qual 2452 v1 GPOs

Level 3 BAT qual 2452 v2 GPOs

Technical knowledge and skills (32 credits)

1. Provide administrative and general office services
using business technologies to support everyday
operational activities in an office environment. (25
credits) - old GPO1

-

Provide administrative and general office services using
business technologies, to support everyday operational
activities.

-

Perform financial calculations, process data and produce
information for business purposes.

What’s changed/needs checking –
any gaps?

Programmes must include:
-

the use of office and digital technologies and devices
the production of documents using relevant software
applications to meet business entity requirements.

People skills (14 credits)
-

Communicate effectively with stakeholders.
Work cooperatively within a team, and contribute to the
achievement of objectives.
Select and apply customer service techniques, to meet
stakeholder expectations.

2. Process data, produce information, and perform
financial calculations for business purposes. (15
credits) - old GPO2

Programmes must include:
-

written and oral communication
communication with both internal and external
stakeholders to the entity

Cognitive skills (4 credits)
-

Apply effective problem-solving and decision-making for
business purposes

Affective skills (7 credits)
-

Demonstrate professional and ethical behaviour, in a
socially and culturally appropriate manner.

3. Work cooperatively within a team and contribute to
the achievement of objectives. (10 credits) - old GPO4

4. Select and apply customer service techniques to best
meet stakeholder expectations.
(5 credits) - old GPO5
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Level 3 BAT qual 2452 v1 GPOs
-

Level 3 BAT qual 2452 v2 GPOs

What’s changed/needs checking –
any gaps?

Manage self effectively to contribute to performance of the
entity.

Programmes must include:
for professional: attitudes, qualities and behaviours;
for ethical: widely accepted standards relating to obeying
the law, being honest in dealings and showing respect for
individuals, contracts, societal standards and institutions;
- for socially: environmental, community and sustainability
expectations;
- for culturally: interpretations wider than just ethnicity.
Programmes must provide a context of complexity appropriate
to the level of the qualification for assessment for this outcome.
-

Business environment (3 credits)
- Comply with internal policies, and legislation and other
external requirements for business entities.

Unit #
29024

5. Behave professionally and ethically and in a socially
and culturally responsible manner, and apply personal
and interpersonal skills to contribute to the
performance of the office.
(5 credits) - old GPO7 + aspects of GPO3

29026

Title of Level 3 BAT standards (4 x 15 credits)
Provide business administration support using business technology
(includes communications, customer service, teamwork, professional behaviour,
problem solving, self-management)
Obtain, communicate, and reproduce business information using business technology
(includes professional behaviour, problem solving)
Process data to produce information for business purposes (includes problem solving)

29027

Produce business documents using software applications (includes self-management)

29025

Level
3

Credit
15

Check Mapping - relate to Qual v1 GPOs
GPOs v1: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 - & 9 (ENs)

3

15

GPOs v1: 1, 6, 7 - & 9 (ENs)

3

15

GPOs v1: 2, 6 - & 9 (ENs)

3

15

GPOs v1: 1, 2, 8 - & 9 (ENs)
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Level 4 - Business Admin qualifications versions 1 and 2 and aligned BAT standards
Level 4 BAT qual 2461 v1 GPOs

Level 4 BAT qual 2461 v2 GPOs

Technical knowledge and skills (35 credits)

1. Select and apply business applications and
technological devices to provide administrative
services to meet business needs. (20 credits) - old
GPO1

1. Select and apply business applications and technological devices to
provide administrative services to meet business entity needs.
2. Perform financial calculations, process data, and produce information
for business purposes.
3. Maintain administrative systems and processes and make
recommendations for improvements, to meet business entity needs.

What’s changed/needs
checking – any gaps?

Programmes must include:
-

the selection and use of relevant software applications to produce
complex documents to meet requirements of the business entity
documents with multiple interrelated components.

People skills (10 credits)
4. Communicate to develop relationships with stakeholders.
5. Collaborate and contribute to the achievement of team objectives.
6. Select and apply customer service techniques, to consistently meet
stakeholder expectations.

2. Process comprehensive data, produce detailed
information, and perform detailed financial
calculations for business purposes. (15 credits) - old
GPO2

Programmes must include:
-

written and oral communication
communication with both internal and external stakeholders to the
entity.

Affective skills (12 credits)
7. Demonstrate professional and ethical behaviour, in a socially and
culturally appropriate manner.
8. Manage self and organise others to contribute to the entity’s
performance.
9. Work independently and show initiative for achieving goals.

3. Maintain administrative systems and processes and
make recommendations for improvements to meet
business needs. (10 credits) - old GPO3

Programmes must include:
-

for professional: attitudes, qualities and behaviours;
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Level 4 BAT qual 2461 v1 GPOs
-

-

Level 4 BAT qual 2461 v2 GPOs

What’s changed/needs
checking – any gaps?

for ethical: widely accepted standards relating to obeying the law, being
honest in dealings and showing respect for individuals, contracts,
societal standards and institutions;
for socially: environmental, community and sustainability expectations;
for culturally: interpretations wider than just ethnicity.

Programmes must provide a context of complexity appropriate to the level
of the qualification for assessment for this outcome.
Business environment (3 credits)
10. Comply with internal policies, legislation and other external
requirements for the entity.

4. Collaborate and contribute to the achievement of
team objectives.
(5 credits) - old GPO5
5. Select and apply customer service techniques to
consistently meet stakeholder expectations. (5
credits) - old GPO6
6. Behave professionally and ethically and in a socially
and culturally responsible manner, and apply
personal and interpersonal skills in administration
roles, to support the performance of the entity. (5
credits) - old GPO7, and part 4 & 9?

The following unit standards have been developed specifically to align with this qualification (Note: NO cognitive skills specified in L4 qual):
Unit #
29029

29030
29031

Title of Level 4 BAT standards (3 x 20 credits)
Provide administrative services using business technology and systems
(includes communications, customer service, teamwork, professional behaviour, problem
solving, self-management)
Produce business information using data processing tools (includes problem solving)
Produce business documents using advanced features and functions of software applications
(includes problem solving and self-management)

Level Credit
4
20

Check Mapping - relate to Qual v1 GPOs
GPOs v1: (1), 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 - & 10 (ENs)

4

20

GPOs v1: 2, - & 10 (ENs)

4

20

GPOs v1: 1 & conditions, 8, 9 - & 10
(ENs)
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Level 5 - Business Admin qual strand versions 1 and 2 and aligned BAT standards
Level 5 BAT qual 2459 v1 GPOs
- Technical knowledge and skills (60 credits)

Level 5 BAT qual 2461 v3 GPOs

19. Plan, organise and manage business administration functions,
operations, and/or projects, to support management.

14. Manage business administration functions,
operations, and/or projects, to support the entity’s
operational goals.
(25 credits) old GPO 19
15. Select, apply and support a broad range of current
and emerging business technologies to enhance the
entity’s performance.
(20 credits) old GPO 20

20. Select, apply and support a broad range of current and emerging business
technologies to meet business entity needs.

21. Manage, analyse and evaluate administrative systems and
processes; identify and recommend any improvements.

What’s changed/needs
checking – any gaps?

16. Manage and evaluate administrative systems and
processes and recommend improvements. (15 credits)
old GPO 21

The following unit standards have been developed specifically to align with this qualification (Note: Core skills standards developed separately for Dips - 60 credits):
Unit #
29032
29033

Title of Level 5 BAT standards (4: 10-25 credits)
Manage administrative services
(includes communications, professional behaviour, problem solving)
Analyse and evaluate administration systems and processes

29034
29035

Level Credit
5
25
5

15

Research business technology to support an identified business need

5

10

Manage user support for business technology
(includes communications and problem solving)

5

10

Check Mapping - relate to Qual v1 GPOs
GPO 19 / GPO 14, credits match but title less so (US 25 cr;
qual 25 cr)
GPO 21 / GPO 16, focus shift to manage (not analyse) and
recommend improvements; credits match (US & qual 15 cr)
Part GPO 20/21 / part GPO 15/16, credits don’t match
(US 10 cr; qual 20 cr)
Part GPO 19/20/21 / part GPO 14/15/16; how does this fit
and is it L5?

Title of Level other BAT standards
11646

Produce business information for management

5

6

Part GPO14/15?

11650

Plan, implement, and evaluate a business conference, event or function

5

10

Part GPO14/15?
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Level 6 - Business Admin qual strand versions 1 and 2 and aligned BAT standards
Level 6 BAT qual 2459 v1 GPOs
- Technical knowledge and skills (60 credits)

Level 6 BAT qual 2461 v4 GPOs

What’s changed/needs
checking – any gaps?

(Programmes must include enabling people to achieve personal goals
that are aligned with the entity’s purpose.)
19. Manage and co-ordinate the internal business administrative
systems, processes and technologies, to support operational needs.

20. Evaluate emerging technologies and make recommendations to
improve performance and productivity of the business entity.

21. Apply techniques to manage change and lead people to enable them
to achieve personal and entity goals in administration and/or technology
contexts.

14. Plan and manage the internal business
administrative systems, processes and technologies
to support the entity’s strategic goals.
(25 credits) old GPO 19
15. Evaluate emerging technologies to improve
business processes and make recommendations to
senior management to support the entity’s strategic
goals.
(10 credits) old GPO 20
16. Manage change in administration and/or
technology contexts to support the entity’s
strategic goals.
(25 credits) old GPO 21

The following unit standards have been developed specifically to align with this qualification (Note: Core skills standards developed separately for Dips - 60 credits):
Unit #
29036
29037
29038

Title of Level 6 BAT standards (3: 15-25 credits)
Evaluate and recommend new business technology to improve performance and
productivity for a business entity
Lead people to achieve business administration goals
(includes implementation of change, resolving conflict)
Manage and coordinate business administration systems and processes
(includes communications, professional behaviour, problem solving, compliance)

Level Credit
6
15
6

20

6

25

Check Mapping - relate to Qual v1 GPOs
GPO 20 / GPO 15, credits don’t match
(US 15 cr; qual 10 cr)
GPO 21 / GPO 15, focus shift to managing change;
credits don’t match (US 20 cr; qual 25 cr)
GPO 19 / GPO 14, credits match (25cr)
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For Level 3: Other potential unit standard options – BusAdmin, other domains including computing, communication skills, self-management. Any others?
Options

Other Business administration unit standards

Unit #

Title of Level other BAT standards

Level Credit

117

Write shorthand at 80 words per minute (wpm) and transcribe to produce required information

3

10

122

Provide safe and secure customer-focussed reception services

3

5

26768

Use a computerised accounting system to produce financial information

3

7

32003

Create and customise business documents

3

6

Replaces 108, 12886,
12887

32004

Organise travel arrangements for business travel

3

3

Replaces 21864

32005

Organise small business meetings

3

3

32106

Use business administration tools and systems

3

5

Replaces 123 & 6910

Options

Other domains but can be BusAdmin context

29785

Use a word processing application to integrate images, spreadsheet, and database data into documents

3

4

Expiring 112

29793

Investigate, plan, design and create digital outcome solutions to meet the requirements of a specified brief

3

5

29796

Collaborate effectively with others in a digital environment

3

7

18756 OR
29786

Use and maintain a computer database for business reporting and decision making
Produce a spreadsheet for organisation use

3
3

3
3

29773 (L2)
OR 29791

Produce digital images for a range of digital media OR
Capture and prepare digital media for integration into other applications

2
3

3
2

29787

Produce and use a database to provide a solution for organisational use

3

3

29789

Use a presentation application to produce an interactive multimedia presentation

3

3

11095

Write business correspondence to convey complex ideas and/or information

3

3

3491

Write a report

3

4

3494

Write minutes for a formal meeting

3

3

1304

Communicate with people from other cultures

3

2

2990

Read texts to research information

3

4

9681

Contribute within a team or group which has an objective

3

3

9695

Examine problem-solving models and explain associated techniques

3

3
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For Level 4: Other potential unit standard options – BusAdmin, Medical admin, other domains including accounting middle level and computing. Any others?
Options

Other Business administration unit standards

Unit #

Title of Level other BAT standards

Level Credit

1986

Apply calculations, analyse and interpret data, and produce information for an
organisation

4

5

21863

Provide and evaluate management administrative services

4

8

32003

Create and customise business documents

3

6

32006

Organise a business meeting or an event

4

5

Options

Medical administration context (26 credits)

21866

Demonstrate and apply knowledge to provide medical administration services

4

6

21867

Process medical records and related information using a computerised patient
database
Demonstrate and apply knowledge of hospital clinical administration support services

4

5

4

10

4

5

Options

Produce text processed specialist clinical documents from printed information and a
recorded dictation source
Other domains but can be BusAdmin context

29013

Prepare payroll for a business entity

4

12

For 2455 L4 NZCB Accounting Support

29785

Use a word processing application to integrate images, spreadsheet, and database data
into documents
Apply advanced word processing features and functions to produce complex
documents
Apply advanced spreadsheet features and functions to meet the requirements of a
brief

3

4

Expiring 112

4

4

Expiring 109, 113

4

4

Replaced BusAdmin stds 27642 pivot
table & 27643 spreadsheet

16612

Write documents to achieve effective communication for a business purpose

4

4

19629

Present a reasoned argument in a report

4

4

11101

Collaborate within a team which has an objective

4

5

9696

Apply a problem-solving model

4

4

21868
18180

29799
29800
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Appendix 9: Unit standard template (updated)
Title
Credits

Level

Purpose

Classification

Subfield > Domain

Available grade

Achieved, Merit, and Excellence

Prerequisites

[Only appears if populated.]

Criteria for Merit

[Only appears if populated.]

Criteria for Excellence

[Only appears if populated.]

Guidance Information

Outcomes and performance criteria
Outcome 1

Performance criteria
1.1

Outcome 2

Performance criteria
2.1
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Replacement information

This unit standard replaced unit standard nnnnn.
[Only appears if populated.]

Planned review date

dd MMMM yyyy

Status information and last date for assessment for superseded versions
Process
Version
Date
Last Date for Assessment
Registration

1

Consent and Moderation Requirements (CMR) reference

nnnn

This CMR can be accessed at http://www.nzqa.govt.nz/framework/search/index.do.
Comments on this unit standard
Please contact the SSB ssb@email.address if you wish to suggest changes to the content of this unit
standard.
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Appendix 10: Guidelines for listing assessment standards on the DAS (extract)
Standard-setting bodies (SSBs) are responsible for the quality of assessment standards submitted to
Approvals and Accreditation for listing on the Directory of Assessment Standards (DAS).
Assessment standards (achievement and unit standards) are listed on the DAS in accordance with the
Directory of Assessment Standards Listing and Operational Rules 2011 using information provided in the
Guidelines for listing assessment standards and consent and moderation requirements on the Directory
of Assessment Standards (PDF, 727KB).
Assessment standards specify the knowledge, skills and attributes (the outcomes) and the
performance criteria (level and sufficiency of the assessment evidence) required to
demonstrate achievement of the outcomes. They are used to inform the design of
assessment practice in education and training but do not specify programme content, modes of delivery
and assessment activity.
Assessment standards are used to inform the design of assessment practice within a range of education
and training including the National Certificates in Educational Achievement (NCEAs), training schemes,
programmes leading to qualifications at Levels 1 to 6 and diplomas at Level 7 on the New Zealand
Qualifications Framework (NZQF).

Approval and listing standards on the Directory of Assessment Standards
A standard will not be listed on the Directory if it:
• unnecessarily duplicates a standard that is listed, except where that listed standard is being
replaced; or
• creates unreasonable restrictions on the mode of assessment; or
• creates unreasonable barriers to access in terms of gender, ethnicity or cultural background.
Standards will not be listed at Levels 7 to 10 for use within qualifications that are degrees or postgraduate qualifications.

Changes to assessment standards: includes ERs-PC, ENs-Guidance Info
Each assessment standard is listed with a review period of a maximum of five years. Changes are
normally made to assessment standards as a result of a review.
Applications for assessment standards must include evidence of how the standards match the needs of
key stakeholders. This can be in the form of a summary statement from the standard setting body that
justifies the relevance of the standard and its expected use, and includes an outline of consultation and
endorsement from key stakeholders.

Title
The title of the standard reflects the outcomes.
Names of trademarked products, training and assessment material, tertiary education organisations, or
commercial organisations must not be used as part of the title.
Titles must:
•
•
•
•

make sense when preceded by ‘the candidate is able to’
specify conditions and/or context consistent with the unit standard’s classification
not be more than 120 characters, including punctuation and spaces
be written as a single unique sentence with the verb in the active voice
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Classification
Assessment standards must be classified in a domain listed on the Directory of Assessment Standards
(DAS). The content of an assessment standard must be consistent with the domain in which it is
classified.

Levels
The assessment standards must be assigned one of the levels of the NZQF. The level assigned to the
standard must provide a best match between the level descriptors and the outcomes and performance
criteria or achievement criteria of the standard.
Refer to The New Zealand Qualifications Framework available at
http://www.nzqa.govt.nz/assets/Studying-in-NZ/New-Zealand-Qualification-Framework/requirementsnzqf.pdf (see page 30). An extract regarding level descriptors is available as appendix 3.

Credits
A standard must be assigned a credit value that reflects the notional learning time it is expected to take
the learner to meet the outcomes of the standard. One credit represents a notional 10 hours of learning,
practice, and assessment time. This includes time taken to gather the evidence for assessment
purposes.
The credits allocated to the standard can vary depending on the level and complexity of the outcomes.

Pre-requisites
Pre-requisites will normally be at the same or a lower level than the standards for which they are prerequisites. They typically relate to health, safety, legislative requirements, and skills and knowledge.

Purpose
The purpose statement succinctly describes why this standard is needed. In particular the use and
relevance of the standard to learners, employers and communities in a context.
In many instances, the outcomes may be used in similar ways across more than one industry,
community or sector. The standard must differentiate clearly between the outcomes the standard
recognises and the context in which these may be used in order to encourage use by more than one
standard setting body.

Outcomes
The outcomes explain clearly to learners, whānau, employers, education organisations and others the
specific knowledge, skills, and attributes a learner has demonstrated, and the context within which these
have been assessed. Standards should reflect useful outcomes recognising the overall development and
acquisition of skills and knowledge in the field.
The outcomes:
•
•
•
•

describe performance that can be demonstrated
can be assessed against specific fit-for-purpose criteria
relate to the title, level and purpose of the standard
are clear, specific, coherent, achievable and measurable.

Where a standard will be used in a programme leading to a New Zealand qualification, it is unlikely that a
single assessment standard would be sufficient to recognise a graduate profile outcome.

Performance criteria (replace Evidence Requirements)
The performance criteria show what is needed to demonstrate the outcomes have been achieved. These
performance criteria must be clearly described and:
•
•
•

relate to each outcome to be achieved
indicate the standard of performance required
provide sufficient detail for valid and consistent assessments to be made.
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It is important that the performance criteria do not include assessment tasks, ‘model answers’ or
instructions to assessors about the way to conduct assessment.
Examples
Outcome 1
Maintain natural gas filtration equipment.
Performance criteria
1.1 Intended work activities are clearly communicated to the appropriate personnel before work begins.
Range
may include – customer, control operator, area technician.
1.2 Filter system is isolated from service without disrupting the gas supply in accordance
with
workplace procedures.
1.3 Filter elements are inspected and replaced in accordance with workplace procedures
Range
includes – differential pressure, value position.
Outcome 1
Trim meat products in a meat processing operation under close supervision.
Performance criteria
1.1 Use personal protective equipment (PPE) while trimming meat products. PPE includes
gloves, footwear, safety glasses.
1.2 Use trimming equipment provided safely and effectively in accordance with workplace
procedures.
1.3 Trim meat products and deposit in designated place. This must include the trimming of
three meat products.
1.4 Clean and store trimming equipment after use in accordance with manufacturers’
instructions and workplace procedures.

Guidance information (replaces Explanatory notes)
It is optional to include guidance information in a standard. When it is included it is used to ensure the
assessment standard can be interpreted in a consistent way.
The outcomes and performance criteria should be clear enough for assessment of the standard to be
undertaken consistently without further explanation.
Guidance information can include references and legislation, and relevant definitions.
References and legislation
The standard may provide a clear and accurate reference to specific publications, Acts, codes,
regulations and other materials cited in the standard which are directly relevant to the standard
outcomes.
References to publications should use a recognised convention and include the author, title, publisher
and date of publication, as minimum information.
Definitions
Definitions or translations of terms must be included where the term is being used outside of normal
usage or where definitions assist in clarifying the assessment standard.
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Reviewing standards (Categories of change A, B, C, D)
All assessment standards must be periodically reviewed to ensure they remain fit for purpose. Factors
such as the extent and type of industry change, legislative requirements, and moderation feedback will
drive how often standards are reviewed.
As a result of a review there may be:
•

Category A or B change:
No or no substantial changes to the standard or the outcomes and performance criteria. The
standard setting body considers that people credited with either the new or old version of the
standard are comparable in terms of competence.
The result is either a category A or B change.
Minor changes include:
o
o
o
o

•

correcting wording
updating legislation or pre-requisites
improving assessability
amending classification.

Category C or D change:
There is significant change needed to the standard as it is no longer fit for purpose. There are two
options:
o a new standard may be developed to replace the existing one, so the status of the existing
standard is changed to expiring and a last date for assessment recorded. The standard setting
body considers that people credited with the new and old versions are different in terms of
competence.
The result is a category C change.
o the standard is no longer required or being used and the status is changed to discontinued.
The result is a Category D change.

If the status of a standard following a review is changed to either expiring or discontinued the expiry date
must take into account the extent of use of the standard and allow sufficient time for:
•

•

qualification developers, programme owners and organisations with consent to assess against the
assessment standard to update qualifications and programmes, and develop new or revised
assessment materials
candidates to complete current programmes or transition to new
ones.

Following a review of standard(s) the standard setting body completes a Change Report to explain the:
•
•
•
•

rationale for the review
changes made as a result of the review
impact on organisations with consent to assess
information about transition to the new versions of unit standards.
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Quality assurance – evaluative approach
Quality assurance uses an evaluative approach to reach judgements on a transparent, robust and
credible basis, underpinned by the following principles:
•
•
•
•
•

strategic and needs based
focused on outcomes
quality as a dynamic concept - including ongoing improvement
flexibility
high trust and accountability.

Approving assessment standards
The decision to approve standards is made by using Rubric 1 to answer the evaluation question:
How well does the assessment standard meet the requirements for listing on the Directory of
Assessment Standards?
Rubric 1: Performance criteria for rating answers to the evaluation question to list an assessment
standard
Performance criteria
ALL of the following:
• The purpose of the standard matches the needs of stakeholders.
• The outcomes and performance criteria in the standard reflect the
needs of stakeholders.
• The standard can be readily understood and enables
multiple assessors to consistently assess the outcomes to the
required performance level.
• The standard adequately meets the technical listing requirements.

Approved

Not approved

ANY of the following:
• The purpose of the standard does not convincingly demonstrate it
matches the needs of stakeholders.
• The outcomes and performance criteria in the standard do not
match the needs of stakeholders.
• The outcomes and performance criteria in the standard are not clear
and able to be assessed.
• The standard does not adequately meet the minimum technical
listing requirements

Source: https://www.nzqa.govt.nz/providers-partners/approval-accreditation-and-registration/list-assessment-stds/
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Appendix 11: NZQF Level Descriptors
The following table is intended to provide an overview of the levels on New Zealand Qualifications
Framework (NZQF). More information is available at: https://www.nzqa.govt.nz/studying-in-newzealand/understand-nz-quals/
The table below outlines skills you’ll learn at each level of the NZQF. This table gives you details of what
a student is expected to know, do and be after graduating at a particular level. You’ll see that outside of
just competence, NZQF levels also expect certain attitudes, behaviours and attributes from students.

Level KNOWLEDGE

SKILLS

APPLICATION

1

Basic general and/or
foundation knowledge

Apply basic solutions to simple
problems
Apply basic skills required to
carry out simple tasks

Highly structured contexts
Requiring some responsibility for
own learning
Interacting with others

2

Basic factual and/or
operational knowledge
of a field of work or
study

Apply known solutions to familiar
problems
Apply standard processes
relevant to the field of work or
study

General supervision
Requiring some responsibility for
own learning and performance
Collaborating with others

3

Some operational and
theoretical knowledge in
a field of work or study

Select and apply from a range of
known solutions to familiar
problems
Apply a range of standard
processes relevant to the field of
work or study

Limited supervision
Requiring major responsibility for
own learning and performance
Adapting own behaviour when
interacting with others
Contributing to group performance

4

Broad operational and
theoretical knowledge in
a field of work or study

Select and apply solutions to
familiar and sometimes
unfamiliar problems
Select and apply a range of
standard and non-standard
processes relevant to the field of
work or study

Self-management of learning and
performance under broad guidance
Some responsibility for
performance of others

5

Broad operational or
technical and theoretical
knowledge within a
specific field of work or
study

Select and apply a range of
solutions to familiar and
sometimes unfamiliar problems
Select and apply a range of
standard and non-standard
processes relevant to the field of
work or study

Complete self-management of
learning and performance within
defined contexts
Some responsibility for the
management of learning and
performance of others

6

Specialised technical or
theoretical knowledge
with depth in a field of
work or study

Analyse and generate solutions
to familiar and unfamiliar
problems

Complete self-management of
learning and performance within
dynamic contexts

Select and apply a range of
standard and non-standard
processes relevant to the field of
work or study

Responsibility for leadership within
dynamic contexts

Source: https://www.nzqa.govt.nz/studying-in-new-zealand/understand-nz-quals/#heading2-0
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